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The Russian Church is a two-story, woodframe structure resting on a granite foundation. 
It measures 36 feet by 63 feet, not including the main entrance and stairway, and it is
3DnroXllT)A'f~P>lv TOD foot in hoinlif- Tf-io ^ li 111-/•• K /^r-/- 11.-. I «»- ^/*+....A ~~ — — 1 ~*. L ; _ L. _._ j_ i_ i • i iheight. The church occupies aCtwii acre lot high on the hill- 

The church not only has a spectacular view of the city but 
its golden domes can be seen from miles around, nestled picturesquely in the hillside.

approximately 100 feet in 
side overlooking Berlin.

The Russian Church is a two-story building with the church proper upstairs and a large 
hall suitable for religious instruction and social functions at the ground level. The 
roof of the church is a gable-on-hip with irregular dormer windows on three sides. The 
rear roof over the altar is polygonal in convex profile with crowning cupola and onion 
shaped dome. There are six metal onion shaped domes of the type indigenous to Eastern 
Europe which are painted with gold metal flake paint. On top of each dome is a gold 
painted metal cross. There are two additional gold crosses on the roof, one above the 
entrance and one above the conical roof over the altar. The roof is shingled with green 
asphalt shingles. The clapboards are painted white as is all trim.

The front facade of the church consists of a wide, wooden stair parallel to the wall 
leading to a wide landing and then continuing to a projecting gabled portico containing 
the vestibule. There are four wood doors at the entrance. The portico has three arched, 
small paned windows triptych formation above the entrance. This gable is the belfrey 
which contains three different toned bells made by the Meneely Bell Company of Troy, 
New York. On each side wall of the projecting portico are two additional small windows 
with single, double-hung windows on the front facade flanking the portico. On the sides 
of the main church building are, from front to rear, one small window, one regular sized 
window, one triple window, and another small window. All of these windows are double- 
hung. The rear exterior wall contains two small windows. There are several casement 
windows in each side wall of the foundation as we'll, and a door leading to the community 
room at ground level. The church is surrounded by a white picket fence with a "Russian" 
archway constructed in wood at the street line. ;

The interior of the church is plaster with wood trim, and a wood floor. There are no 
pews or chairs, as the congregation always stands. The walls contain exquisite murals 
depicting the trials of Christ. The lower quarter of the walls, defined by heavy wood 
trim, and the wooden supporting columns are painted to resemble marble. The altar is 
raised about 3 feet and approached by three semi-circular stairs. The inner altar is 
separated from the front altar in the typical Orthodox manner by a finely detailed wood 
partition consisting of two major pilasters, four minor pilasters, and four arched pa 
nels. Inside the panels are four major ikons imported from Russia. Each panel has two 
additional minor ikons above the baseboard. The baseboard is marbleized like the wooden 
columns. There is a central arched doorway which opens onto the altar proper. Only 
Orthodox are allowed into the altar behind the panel.

(See Continuation Sheet I)
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Orthodox Church of the Holy Resurrection or the Russian Church, as it is commonly 
known, is an interesting and unique architectural style not indigenous to the United 
States. The church strongly reflects its Eastern European origins and it is quite dif 
ferent in form from our native churches. Its architectural uniqueness which determines 
its significance is of traditional Russian style. It was built in this 
country exactly as it would have been built in rural White Russian prior to the Russian 
Revolution. Although there may be a number of more ornate and sophisticated examples 
of Orthodox cathedrals in this country, it is doubtful there are very many good examples 
of the simple, dignified rural Russian Orthodox churches here. It is its pristine atti 
tude, its vernacular associations, its quality of construction, and its limited represen 
tation in the United States, that make it an architectural anomally significant and worthy 
of recognition.

The interior of the church is an enclave of valuable Russian art. The panels of the 
altar partition hold original Russian ikons that were sent to the United States in 1915 
by Nicholas II, shortly before the fall of Czarist Russia.. The other wall murals were 
painted in Boston by commissioned Orthodox artists and brought to Berlin in 1916. the 
church also possesses many f,ine examplesjof exquisijtely hand-crafted. re-1 jgious vessels 
and articles made of brass and gold. It is not only the architecture of the church which 
is noteworthy, but also the art work contained within the structure.

The Russian Church is also important as an educational and religious resource. Instruc 
tion in the Orthodox faith and culture is an integral part of the church's role in the 
community. The Orthodox faith is a relatively obscure religion and cultural way of life 
in the North Country (defined as northern New Hampshire and northern Maine). The preser 
vation and perpetuation of any aspect of this minority, whether it be architectural, re 
ligious, or cultural should be fostered in an attempt to insure the survival of one of 
this area's most interesting minorities. The Russian Church is the only Orthodox Church 
in the North Country, its followers being too few and too widely dispersed to support 
churches of their own. Thus, it is an extremely important religious center for the 
Orthodox faith in this area.

Finally, the Russian Church and its congregation are of certain sociological and historic 
al value to the Berlin area and more broadly the entire country when viewed as an impor 
tant part of prewar immigration and the post war migration that has so profoundly affect 
ed the fabric of American life.

(See Continuation Sheet 2)
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(DESCRIPTION - continued)

The interior of the church is painted almost completely white except for the marble- 
ized section of the walls and columns, and the bright blue paint of the altar detail 
ing. The ceiling is vaulted, with an ikon in each corner of the vault and three arched 
windows on two sides of the vault. There is a simple choir loft that connects to the 
belfrey. The community room at the street level is plaster with wood wainscotting and 
a wood floor.

Originally, the church looked much as it does today. Structurally, it is exactly as 
it was when built in 1915 (except for a later interior stair that was built in a clo 
set space). The church has always been painted white. Two of the original metal roof 
crosses have been replaced and the others have been repaired. Recently, the entire 
church, inside and out, was repainted by the parishioners. In sum, the church has re 
mained virtually unchanged except for ordinary maintenance since it was built in 1915-
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(SIGNIFICANCE - Continued)

The first Russian settlers arrived in Berlin around 1900. In 1915, just prior to the 
organization of the parish and the erection of the Holy Resurrection Orthodox Church, 
the Russian community consisted of approximately 300 men, only 32 of whom had families 
there. All of these people came originally from the Minsk, Wolensk, and Grodmensk 
provinces. They were all healthy young people, strong and willing to work and they 
immediately found employment in the industrial plants of Berlin. Separated from their 
families in the old country and without any church of their faith in Berlin, there was 
a gradual decline in their moral and spiritual life. The situation finally came to the 
attention of the Orthodox hierarchy in New York and it was suggested that a church be 
formed in Berlin. Mr. O.B. Brown, a vice president at the Brown Company, the largest 
industry in Berlin and the company around which the town was originally founded, agreed 
that the only solution to moral and morale problems of the Russian workers was to 
restore their Russian religious background to them. Interest in the wellbeing of its 
workers is one aspect of the Brown Company which has been expressed many times and in 
many ways throughout the history of Berlin. In this case, the company did all in its 
power to help the Russians establish a church of their own. They even loaned men to 
help clear the rocky terrain and assist the parishioners in building the edifice.

World War 1 was reflected in America by a wave of industrial strikes which followed 
a depression in 1921. One of these strikes led to the closing of the International 
Paper Company's Berlin Mill. Many of the workers at both International and the 
Brown Company, lost their jobs. The first to be laid off were the single men. All the 
Russians who left their families in the old country were in this category; some of 
them returned to Russia but many relocated in other parts of the country.

Again, at the time of World War II and the boom in ammunition plants in big cities, 
a considerable number of Russians moved to other localities and never returned to 
Berl in.

Today, there is a vital Russian community in Berlin which revolves around the Church. 
The Russian colony is still an important part of Berlin, just as it was in the early 
days. The Russian workers who left the town were typical of many other immigrant 
groups who, by economic necessity, spread throughout the country, beginning other 
colonies where they settled. The Russian Church not only has an undeniable place 
in the history of Berlin, New Hampshire, but in the history of the United States, 
as wel 1 .


